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○ The type of the manuscript (original research, short communication, or review) is indicated. ( )
○ The title is simple and clearly delivers the major findings. ( )
○ Abbreviations are not used in the title. ( )
○ The authors’ names and affiliations are presented according to the instructions for authors. ( )
○ The running head contains no more than 50 characters including spaces. ( )
○ The acknowledgement and funding sources, if any, are indicated. ( )
○ The authors’ statement as to conflict of interest is included. ( )
○ The ORCID of all authors is listed. ( )
○ The role(s) of all authors should be listed using the term by Contributor Roles Taxonomy (CRediT). ( )

Manuscript page

○ The manuscript has line numbers in the left margin. ( )
○ Headings for all major sections are included: Abstract, Introduction, Materials (or Subjects) and Methods, Results, Discussion, and References. ( )
○ The abstract has the following subheadings: Background/Objectives, Subjects (or Materials) and Methods, Results, and Conclusions. ( )
○ Keywords are chosen from the MeSH (www.nlm.nih.gov/mesh/MBrowser.html) list. ( )
○ As for abbreviations, the whole words are indicated, when used first, and the abbreviations are stated in parentheses. ( )
○ IRB approval is described with IRB number, if applicable. ( )
○ The sex and/or gender of study participants, the sex of animals or cells are reported. ( )
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○ All abbreviations are explained in the tables and figures. ( )
○ All tables and figures are referred to in the text. ( )
○ References are numbered serially in the order of appearance in the text, with numbers in brackets. ( )